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    JUST RELEASED: EPICBOOM
  

  
    The go-anywhere speaker designed around you. Big sound in less space.
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    COMPARE ALL SPEAKERS
  

  
    Small or Big? Loud or Louder? Discover your perfect portable speaker.
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      The world most comfortable earbuds.
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                    Custom fit to your ears via patented Lightform Technology
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                    8 hours on the buds, 20 hours on the case
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                  PASSIVE NOISE ISOLATION

                

                
                  
                    The custom fit creates a seal that blocks out noise
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                    Resists both sweat and water, perfect for working out
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                    Compatible with Apple and Android Products
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                  HANDS-FREE CALLING

                

                
                  
                    True wireless earbuds, Bluetooth  5 technology

                  

                
              

              
            

          

          
        

      

    

    
  








  

    


 
    

      
        

            

            
  
              

            
            
            
              
                

                  
                    A PERFECT FIT IN 60 SECONDS

                  

                  
                    
                      UE FITS use Lightform Technology to mold to your ears in 3 steps and 60 seconds.
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                    1. Get Started

                  

                  
                    
                      Download and open the UE FITSiOS App or Android App. Follow the simple prompts to pair your earbuds to your device.

Next, place the UE FITS in your ears. Follow the step-by-step instructions on the app to begin the molding process.
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                    2. Shape Your Buds

                  

                  
                    
                      Hold your earbuds in place while our Lightform Technology gently molds the tips to conform to the natural shape of your ears.

The purple glow of the LEDs hardens the gel inside the tips, creating a perfect seal for your unique earprint. This process takes about 60 seconds.
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                    3. Enjoy a Perfect Fit

                  

                  
                    
                      As soon as the molding process is complete, the earbuds are ready for use.

Your UE FITS are now custom-fitted to your ear shape so you can wear them all day long in total comfort.

                    

                  

                  
                  
                

              

            
            

        

      
      
    

  








  

    




  
    
      CLIENT REVIEWS

    
    
      
        At Ultimate Ears, we take pride in the high quality products we offer. But don't just take our word for it:

      

    
  

  
    
  



 
    

      
        
          
            "These are the best and most comfortable earbuds I've ever tried lots of different kinds, I would recommend these to anyone who uses earbuds regularly and is an active person."
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            "These are the best headphones I've ever had. I have small ears that would always reject other headphones and ear piece would end up popping out on its own. That is until I found UE FITS"
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              Kaitlyn A.

            

          

        

      
        
          
            "The only earbuds that stay in my ear, literally. The sound is amazing, it's almost noise cancelling! I can chew and listen or run and still the fit is really impeccable quality."
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        What is your return policy? What if I am not satisfied after trying them?
      
    

    
      



  
      
    

    

    
      



  
      
    

    

  
  
  
    
        
          Every pair of UE FITS comes with a perfect fit guarantee and a 30-day risk-free return policy. You have 30 days from the date you receive your earbuds to return them if you are not satisfied.

        

      
  




    
      
      



  
    
    
      
      
      
        Once the earbuds are shaped to my ears, can they be changed again?
      
    

    
      



  
      
    

    

    
      



  
      
    

    

  
  
  
    
        
          The short answer is no. Our patented technology uses light to mold the gel-filled earbud tips to the contours of your ear.
Extra tips are available for purchase if you’re looking to share them with someone else.

        

      
  




    
      
      



  
    
    
      
      
      
        Can I control my phone/music directly from the earbuds?
      
    

    
      



  
      
    

    

    
      



  
      
    

    

  
  
  
    
        
          Yes! Using the companion app, you can assign functions to single and double taps that control volume, manage calls, engage voice assistants, and more.

        

      
  




    
      
      



  
    
    
      
      
      
        Can I use only one earbud at a time?
      
    

    
      



  
      
    

    

    
      



  
      
    

    

  
  
  
    
        
          Yes you can. Our earbuds are made to be used at the same time or independently. Wear one or both depending on your needs.

        

      
  




    
      
      



  
    
    
      
      
      
        What about sound quality? What kind of drivers are in these earbuds?
      
    

    
      



  
      
    

    

    
      



  
      
    

    

  
  
  
    
        
          The sound can be described as full, warm, and detailed with a deep, tight, and punchy bass.
BONUS: Our companion app lets you customize your sound preferences using our sound equalizer.

        

      
  




    
      
      



  
    
    
      
      
      
        Do your earbud tips come in different sizes?
      
    

    
      



  
      
    

    

    
      



  
      
    

    

  
  
  
    
        
          Yes! Our one-size-fits-most tips (the ones that ship with your earbuds) fit the majority of people. If you have trouble with your fit after receiving and molding your earbuds, you can take our Fit Check in the UE FITS app to find out what size works best for you. We will be happy to help and send you a new pair of earbud tips if you are within your 30-day Custom Fit Guarantee window! Contactfits@ultimateears.comfor more information.
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